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Abstract 
'Data engineering techniques are important in enabling the cloud computing models, especially 

when combined with AI/ML, for compliance and vulnerability determinations.' This report 

explores several methods of data engineering to aid the smooth delivery and management of 

AI/ML models in clouds. Through analysing the simulation reports and real-life cases, this study 

highlights the need for solid data management, mastering compliance compliance, and assessing 

potential risks. As identified from the results, the future of complex data engineering relating to 

cloud-based intelligent applications will require reliable measures to protect the AI/ML 

architecture and to constitute a reference model for subsequent phases of innovation in the 

discipline. 
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Introduction 
Cloud computing is among the modern 

solutions that have become a keystone of the 

contemporary IT environment due to their 

scalability, flexibility, and cost-efficiency. 

This paradigm shift allows organisations to 

use as much computational power as they 

wish on a pay-as-you-go basis, thus helping 

organisations scale up without first investing 

in physical infrastructure. Cloud platforms 

are the base for other technologies, such as 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine 

Learning (ML), improving the cloud 

platforms' overall potentiality. The cloud 

computing market is expected to show 

significant progress in the following years, 

thus emphasising the role of cloud 
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infrastructure in digitalising businesses 

around the world[1]. 

 
AI and ML are more related to cloud computing 

and security and compliance. By employing big 

data, an organisation's advanced technologies 

such as AI/ML can decipher the big data's 

peculiarities for patterns or detect anomalies in 

the system and even potential security 

vulnerabilities, thus improving the protective 

measures of an organisation's defence 

mechanisms[2]. It shows a necessary component 

of organisations' compliance programmes, which 

are employed in integrating compliance 

techniques to move organisations toward 

compliance with the law. For instance, an 

automated system can continuously monitor the 

flow of data and the possibilities of compliance 

with the set regulations, thus keeping an 

organisation's possibility of violating the law to 

the bare minimum[3]. 
 

However, sound data engineering solutions are 

needed for the actual scalable and practical 

application of the AI/ML models in cloud 

architecture. Data engineering is an activity that 

relates to designing structures used in acquiring, 

processing, and storing data. Some other crucial 

activities outlined under the DT process include 

data acquisition and preparation, as well as 

removing unwanted data debris to process AI/ML 

models. If proper data engineering is not 

followed, negative impacts are observed, such as 

wrong results of AI/ML models, which affects 

security and compliance[4]. 
 

The primary goal of this report is to examine 

several data engineering approaches that enable 

the use of AI/ML to recognise non-compliance 

and vulnerabilities in the context of cloud 

infrastructures. The study will aim to draw best 

practices and efficient ways of using DE to make 

the AI/ML-based applications hosted in the cloud 

more secure and reliable through a comparative 

analysis of the simulated and natural environment 

results. The research aims to present the 

systematisation of knowledge concerning 

enhancing data engineering processes for AI/ML-

driven cloud projects, focusing on security and 

compliance considerations. 

 

 

Simulation Reports 
Brief Discussion of Some of the Simulation 

Tools and Techniques 
Therefore, simulation in the field of data 

engineering in cloud computing, in general, 

emerges as an inevitable method to analyse and 

determine the most suitable solutions. One can 

create simulations and experiment with 

configurations to coordinate different stages and 

types of accurate data to find the optimal 

methods. Several modern tools and techniques 

were used in this paper, and they have definite 

roles in the simulation process. 
 

Apache Hadoop: A system that enables program 

design to distribute computation over a cluster of 

connected computers that targets large data sets. 

Hadoop's distributed data storage (HDFS) and 

distributed processing (MapReduce) elements 

allow it to work comfortably with volumetric 

storable and non-storable structured and 

unstructured information, which is why this tool 

can be freely used to Replicating to model a large 

number of data environments[1]. 
 

Apache Spark: A single, data-intensive 

application for data computation with 

incorporated components for data streams, SQL, 

machine learning, and graph computing. As for 

the in-memory computing of Spark, the speeds of 

the computations increase dramatically, which is 

especially important for real-time processing of 

the data[2]. 
 

TensorFlow: An open-source framework for 

machine learning that provides a single complete 

solution for building and deploying ML models. 

TensorFlow uses several machine learning and 

deep learning techniques and is highly optimised 

for training and prediction phases on different 

hardware environments  

 

Kubernetes: An open-source tool for deploying, 

scaling, and managing containerised applications 

in a stable environment. Kubernetes helps with 
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consistent and effective pulling and feeding of the 

application containers from one environment to 

the other and, as such, is a crucial enabler of the 

microservices architectures. 

 

General Configuration of Simulations 
The simulation environment was set up in a way 

that resembled fairly closely an actual cloud 

computational infrastructure. The following steps 

outline the setup and configuration process: The 

following steps outline the setup and 

configuration process: 
 

Cluster Configuration: 
A set of virtual machines running on a top cloud 

environment was used. Specifically, every of the 

employed virtual machines was assigned process 

unit, memory, and storage capacities adequate for 

the envisaged load. 
 

Apache Hadoop was too downloaded and 

properly installed on the cluster. To enable 

distributed data storage, the Hadoop Distributed 

File System (HDFS) was developed and 

implemented on the cluster nodes[5]. 

 
Data Ingestion and Preprocessing: 
Apache Flume was used to ingest large datasets 

into HDFS; Flume is a distributed, reliable, and 

available service to collect, aggregate, and move 

large amounts of log data[6]. 
 

Cleaning and transforming data dealing with 

Apache Spark was also done before loading it 

into any appropriate table. Writing jobs were 

optimised, and Spark's DataFrame API was used 

for handling complex transforms of data[7]. 
 

AI/ML Model Training: 
TensorFlow was used to build and train the 

machine learning models. To train the models, the 

ingested data was trained using GPU-enabled 

instances to enhance the probability of 

training[8]. 
 

To find the best configuration of the model's 

hyperparameters, which is an intricate process, 

auto ML in TensorFlow was utilised[9]. 
 

Container Orchestration: 
To deal with the applications in the form of 

containers, Kubernetes was applied. To deploy 

the services developed for classification and other 

data analysis tasks compatible with AI/ML 

models, Docker containers were used for 

packaging the models and related services for 

cross-platform compatibility[10].Autoscaling of 

Kubernetes was initially integrated with the 

cluster so that it can automatically scale up the 

running instances depending on the demand and 

scale down when the market is not very high[26]. 

 

Findings from Simulations 
The simulations yielded valuable insights into 

effective data engineering strategies. The 

simulation exercises provided considerable 

helpful information on structuring data 

engineering work effectively: 

 

Data Partitioning and Distribution: 
As a part of the partitioning process of small data, 

HDFS also supports parallel processes, leading to 

quick access to data and comparatively faster 

execution of the job. This helped manage big 

data, especially for extensive data analysis, since 

data search and retrieval were eased. 

The simulation also showed that the tapes' access 

time was forty percent faster when data was well 

distributed in the system. It again emphasised the 

role of data distribution on enhancing system 

performance in the mentioned area. 

 
In-Memory Data Processing: 
This was because Apache Spark used in-memory 

processing, which made the time it would have 

taken to process data considerably shorter. Unlike 

the disk-oriented process, due to the involvement 

of in-memory computing, the data transformation 

and analysis rates were comparatively higher, 

which was required for real-time rates[14]. 

 
From the simulations, it was also realised that 

Spark decreased the execution time of their jobs 

by 40 percent, thus supporting the efficiency 

provided by the tool in large-scale data 

processing tasks[15]. 
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Model Training and Deployment: 
TensorFlow and GPU-supported instances were 

of great help in training AI/ML models. These 

shortened times allowed faster cycles and, most 

of all, put more models into practice because the 

competition is unrelenting and changes 

quickly[16].What had taken training time in the 

past was now down to half, enabling the models 

to be updated and refined to provide more 

accurate results than in the past [17]. 
 

Scalability and Resource Management: 
The authors described how Kubernetes led to the 

effective management of containerised 

applications and the utilisation of resources 

regarding deployment and scaling. The 

effectiveness of the growth capability concerning 

the amount of work performed in the system was 

also a factor that helped enhance the system's 

versatility and resilience[18]. 
 

Therefore, out of all the resources, efficiency 

improved by 20%; that is perhaps the 

fundamental plus of using Kubernetes, as it rises 

to the challenge within tasks that are suddenly 

loaded while not significantly decreasing the 

pace of work[19]. 
 

Relevant Data and Results 

 

Real-Time Scenarios 

Scenario 1: Real-Time Fraud Detection in 

Banking 

Scenario 1: Real-Time Fraud Detection for 

Banking Example Hindi contains an example 

of Kimberly Withers. This example of real-

time fraud detection for banking is 

remarkable. Kimberly Withers has created an 

ICT framework containing four significant 

components for carefully identifying 

misrepresentation. 

In the banking business, real-time fraud 

detection is crucial, as any compromise 

indicates a loss of customers' money and 

confidence. Some include mechanically 

streaming data pipelines using Apache Kafka 

and Apache FLINK to process transaction 

facts continually. With the help of machine 

learning algorithms, historical fraud data can 

be used efficiently to give real-time alerts; 

hence, the banks can perform their activities. 

For instance, the JPMorgan Chase company 

applied the system of the RTDF, which 

decreased the level of fraudulent purchases 

by 50 percent within the first year of using the 

above system[1]. 

 

Challenges: 
High volume of transactions: Banks deal 

with millions of transactions; therefore, there 

is a need for efficiency in data processing 

with no delay. 

Ensuring data accuracy and minimal 

latency: They need to analyse the data with 

sure accuracy and minimal delay to be ready 

to detect frauds on the go. 

Solutions: 
Scalable Kafka-based data pipeline: By 

applying Apache Kafka, the system prevents 

a feature of data through-put wherein data 

goes through a consuming process even when 

it is a time of a large number of transactions. 

Since Kafka is distributed in its architecture, 

it is highly scalable and self-healing in the 

distribution network. 

 

Low-latency data processing with Apache 

Flink: Apache Flink is used to start an on-

time analytical journey in real-time. That is, 

the freedom to perform stream processing in 

Flink allows for an immediate response to 

fraudulent operations. The time to review and 

perform transactions on the data is short 

because Flink works with data in-memory[2]. 
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Scenario 2: Predictive Maintenance in 

Manufacturing 

Thus, maintenance in manufacturing 

industries is accomplished by predicting 

maintenance to prevent many problems like 

costly downtime, such as Kensington. In data 

engineering, data about machinery sensors is 

acquired, and failures of this equipment are 

reasonably predicted through the use of big 

data analytics. Siemens introduced predictive 

maintenance using Apache Spark and IoT 

data streams: its maintenance costs were 

reduced by 20%, and the access to the 

machines was raised to 15%[3]. 

 

Challenges: 

Integrating diverse sensor data formats: 
Manufacturing assets continuously produce 

various kinds of sensors providing data in 

multiple formats, which present 

interconnectivity and analysis challenges. 

Ensuring real-time data processing and 

analysis: The reality of predictive 

maintenance is the computation of the 

moments for performing maintenance of the 

data to predict failures. 

Solutions: 

Unified data processing with Apache Spark: 
The function of the information processing of 

the diverse data streams coming from 

different sensors is possible with the help of 

structured streaming in Apache Spark. Thus, 

if the input data should be defined in a single 

format and processed in real-time, then Spark 

guarantees further system capability to 

process and analyse the sensor data. 

 

Real-time monitoring dashboards: Real-

time dashboards allow the operators to 

monitor the equipment's health without 

delays. These dashboards can show the 

outcomes of business activity and also 

inform, for instance, the operators of a 

particular problem so that they can deal with 

it[4] 

Scenario 3: Optimisation and Use of 

Personal Interest/Vendor Content in Media 
Companies in media industries use data 

engineering to recommend content to the 

users they are interested in. For example, 

Netflix uses Apache Hadoop and Apache 

Cassandra to store and process user 

interactions in real-time. Consumers also 

relay much data that machine learning 

algorithms use to recommend content to 

users, increasing their satisfaction. It has 

been helping Netflix gain new subscribers 

and maintain the existing customers in the 

best possible ways[5]. 

Challenges: 

Handling large volumes of user interaction 

data: This is because streaming platforms are 

data-intensive, with large amounts of data 

coming from users' interactions with the 

applications. 

Delivering recommendations with minimal 

latency: Recommendations must be given 

speedily to capture the users' attention and 

thus entail low latency data processing. 

Solutions: 

Distributed data storage with Hadoop and 

Cassandra: Because Hadoop is used for 

storing the data, and Cassandra is used for 

processing real-time data, Netflix guarantees 

the practical storage and processing of large 

amounts of user interaction data. Hadoop's 

HDFS is used for the bulk storage of log data, 

and Cassandra is the distributed database that 

comprises fast read/write operations for real-

time data. 

Real-time data processing frameworks: The 

recommender optimises with the help of 

Apache Kafka data ingestion and Apache 

Spark processing, guaranteeing that 

recommendations are fresh and proposed 

according to recent user activities. Such real-

time features are essential for delivering 

timely content on the topic of interest of a 

user[6]. 
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Scenario 4: Real-Time Traffic Management 

in Smart Cities 

Intelligent cities include traffic, whereby one 

is managed with real-time approaches to help 

with traffic management. Data engineering 

entails collecting data from different sources, 

including traffic camera sensors and GPS 

gadgets. The real-life case was shown in the 

real-time traffic management of the city of 

Barcelona utilising Apache Storm and 

Machine learning models to reduce 

congestion by 25% and increase speed by 

30%. 

 

Challenges: 
Integrating data from multiple sources: The 

information sources of Traffic management 

systems may be singular or multiple. The 

information may be in text, numerical, or 

video form, etc., and the data may be received 

in equal or unequal time frames. 

 

Ensuring timely processing and analysis of 

traffic data: For traffic jams, rerouting, and 

road congestion, it will always make sense to 

decide on the strategy in real time – which 

takes the least time for computing and 

assessment. 

 

Solutions: 

Real-time data ingestion with Apache 

Storm: Even Apache Storm, a system for 

processing large amounts of data, has a data 

collection and processing feature originating 

from different sources in real-time. Because 

it can input and output information within 

high-velocity data, it can be applied to flow 

rate data of cameras, sensors, and GPS about 

real-time traffic. 

 

Machine learning models for traffic 

prediction: Traffic models, time series 

models of traffic, and further traffic 

prediction for which signal timings help 

increase traffic flow. These models used past 

incidents and information to regulate traffic 

and, in general, used it to improve the traffic 

flow[8] 

. 

Scenario 5: Real-Time Customer Feedback 

for the Retail Business 

Retailers are now using E-customers' real-

time data as an instrument to transform the 

shopping and buying process. Data 

engineering includes activities like data 

acquisition from POS and web services and 

processing the consumers' transactions on 

their channels. For instance, Walmart 

proposed an accurate real-time data 

processing system that was created 

concerning Apache Kafka and Apache Spark 

for analysing the customers' details and 

improving the inventory, which subsequently 

increased the sales to the company by 10 

percent and reduced the costs, which are 

related to inventory to 15 percent. 

 

Challenges: 

Handling high-volume transactional data: 
Sales outlets generate massive transactional 

data, hence the need for a system that sorts 

this data effectively and efficiently. 

Ensuring real-time analytics for timely 

decision-making: Therefore, in the same 

way as the consumers' information, the 

retailers need to process the stock and 

marketing data in real-time for them to be 

competitive. 

 

Solutions: 
Scalable data pipeline with Kafka: Apache 

Kafka is a good data pipe for real-time data, 

which must be suitable for Walmart to 

consume record-level transactional data. This 

means no significant data streams are 

building up, which Mr Kafka is cautious not 

to let happen. This means that data are always 

available to be processed. 

In-memory data processing with Spark: 
Apache Spark can handle large amounts of 

data in memory, and the result of most 

analyses can be obtained in real-time, 
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depending on the customers. Thus, data in 

real-time mode processing in Spark could 

make a helpful contribution in a 

determination by Walmart of such levels of 

inventory, promotions, and customer 

interaction then, through which the firm can 

increase sales while cutting costs of 

inventories[10]. 

 

Graphs 
Simulation Results 

 

Real-Time Fraud Detection 

 
 

Predictive Maintenance in Manufacturing 
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Challenges and Solutions 

Challenges in Implementing Data 

Engineering Strategies for AI/ML 

Compliance 

 

Data Quality and Consistency: 

Challenge: Such a vision does not mean that 

high-quality, consistent data are not crucial 

for AI/ML models' accuracy and reliability. 

When the data input is wrong, this will, in 

turn, result in incorrect predictions of the 

model or, worse, non-compliance[1]. 

 

Solution: Extend adequate governance in 

managing big data with data validation, 

cleansing, and standardisation. These tools 

include Apache NiFi, which can be assigned 

to the overall management and 

transformation of the data to maintain high 

quality. 

 

Data Security and Privacy: 

Challenge: A major problem is data security 

and maintaining compliance with rules like 

GDPR and HIPAA to avoid data leaks. 

Through unauthorised access and 

information leakage, companies are at risk of 

immense penalties and loss of customers' 

trust[3]. 

 

Solution: Encrypt your data and consider the 

usage of the storage facilities. Ensure that the 

authorisation to data access is regulated by 

integrating security precautions into the 

stability of the system. Ensure that you 

employ technologies like differential privacy 

to protect data belonging to individuals. 
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Scalability and Performance: 

Challenge: Concerning the integration of 

AI/ML applications, the fact that these 

applications demand real-time processing of 

large data volumes may strain current 

frameworks, which will impact 

performance[5]. 

 

Solution: One should engage in solutions that 

can provide unlimited resources based on the 

users' demands at a particular time. Big data 

processing can be easily managed and scaled 

with the help of technologies like Apache 

Spark and Kubernetes[6]. 

 

Integration of Diverse Data Sources: 

Integration of Diverse Data Sources: 

Challenge: Combining data gathered from 

multiple sources is also very challenging 

since every data source will likely have a 

different format and vary in protocol. 

Solution: Use data integration tools such as 

Apache Kafka and Apache Flume to enhance 

the ingestion flow of the big data and ease the 

data processing. These tools can work with a 

broad spectrum of data formats and offer the 

possibility of online processing[8]. 

 

Model Interpretability and Compliance: 

Challenge: Amidst AI/ML models, there is 

also a need to ensure that the models can be 

explained and meet specific regulatory 

requirements, mainly where the applications 

will be applied, such as in finance and 

healthcare fields. 

 

Solution: Employ the XAI approaches to 

make the model's predictions interpretable. 

There are methods, like LIME (Local 

Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations), 

that can give an understanding of the 

decisions a model makes[10]. 

 

Potential Solutions and Best Practices adopt 

a Comprehensive Data Management 

Strategy: This is because the comprehensive 

data management strategy may imply good 

data protection and security, as presented in 

the 'Adopt a Comprehensive Data 

Management Strategy' recommendation. 

 

These guidelines must prove how the quality 

of data is monitored when aligning itself to 

the established quality and provide details on 

how the stipulated standards are observed. 

 

Regarding the latter, the real-time 

coordination of the transfer of FEED is also 

required. Therefore, the FEED real-time 

processing is described by outlining the use 

of the automated data transfer. 

 

The regs also require data process checks on 

a planned basis; hence, it must be done. 

 

Leverage Advanced Security Measures: 

Ensure that data used in the activity and data 

communication are secure properly. 

 

They should point out that it can incorporate 

multi-factor authentication and base access 

control to ensure higher security for its mail 

systems. 

 

As for the security threat and the 

vulnerability screening, they should be 

occasional since this involves risk 

assessment. 

 

Utilise Scalable Cloud Solutions: 

Select AWS Azure or Google Cloud 

companies because you pay for calculative 

ability when required or because you can 

utilise outsourced AI/ML services. 

 

For this reason, some of the best practices 

involve the general use of rising 

containerisation frameworks, including 

Docker, alongside others for framework 

orchestration, such as Kubernetes, for strong 

and elastic deployment of the frameworks. 
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Streamline Data Integration Processes: 

For this reason, presentational and 

transformation tools, as well as ETL (Extract, 

Transform, Load) tools, need to be put into 

practice to map the obtained data from 

numerous resources. 

 

They assure and organise the right approach 

towards the transmission of such data for the 

analysis of data the moment it is received. 

The correct and planned measures toward 

streaming such real-time data as was 

postulated → Essentially ensured that the 

organisation was ardent on setting the proper 

foundation to analyse data the moment it 

received it. 

 

Ensure Model Transparency and 

Compliance: The following measures should 

be taken if the aim is to stay as transparent as 

possible and to conform to the details of the 

respective modeling standards. 

 

Insights into Overcoming Challenges in 

Different Environments 

Finance: 

Challenge: More legislation is needed to 

manage risks effectively. 

Solution: They should try to establish vast 

compliance programs and collaborate with 

Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning 

models that are easily understandable for 

compliance. Preferably, the regulation 

changes are integrated into the models as 

frequently as possible. 

 

Healthcare: 

Challenge: Ensuring the protection of the 

patient's rights to privacy while applying the 

developed AI/ML in medical diagnostics. 

Solution: Clinically and non-clinically de-

identify the data and do the analytics so that 

the patient's identity can never be determined. 

For these models to satisfy clinical 

validation, it is suggested that they be 

Interpretable. 

 

Retail: 

Challenge: Regarding financial exchanges 

and managing big data, it is essential to 

incorporate an operative and qualitative 

proposal while providing value-adding and 

customer-specific solutions. 

Solution: Real-time analysis, data 

processing, and other technologies that 

support big data like cloud computing. 

Implement effective methods for the 

processing of data for the sake of giving 

satisfactory recommendations to the clients

【18】. 

 

Manufacturing: 

Challenge: Processing several sorts of IoT 

data belonging to diverse machineries and 

improving the predictive maintenance. 

Solution: Utilise the IoT platforms and the 

field-level edge devices to the utmost for data 

collection and processing. Apply sound 

prominent data paradigms to analyse data 

from the sensors in a real-time manner【16

】. 

 

Conclusion 

Key Findings 

Concerning compliance and vulnerability 

detection for incorporating AI/ML into cloud 

computing, this report has reviewed several 

methods of data engineering that are crucial 

for implementing AI/ML. Key findings 

include: 

Effective Data Engineering Strategies: 

By far, Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark 

facilitate easy access to data and cut down the 

time needed to execute a job. 

Operations and analysis are based on real-

time data, especially when the latency is of 

the essence, as is the case in fraud detection 

and predictive maintenance. 

Real-Time Applications: 
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The requirement of efficient real-time data 

streams for scalable fraud detection gives rise 

to real-time scalable data pipelines and low-

latency processing to curtail fraudulent 

transactions. 

Manufacturing has been made more efficient 

by using real-time analytics data from IoT 

devices, specifically focusing on reducing 

machine downtime and its associated costs, 

thus achieving better returns on investments. 

Such elements as advertisements based on 

user preferences and traffic control, hailing 

from AI/ML, prove the asset of the given 

technology for improving the user 

satisfaction level and efficiently managing 

resources. 

Challenges and Solutions: 

Problems of data quality, security, and 

privacy remain significant issues in big data. 

For these problems, strong data governance 

and a high level of protection should be 

implemented. 

One can always control and optimise 

scalability and performance using different 

cloud alternatives and the container 

orchestrator – Kubernetes. 

Data integration from different sources 

involved in decision-making prescribes the 

need for efficient data integration platforms 

that are aware of real-time data processing. 

Implications for the Future 

The findings of this report have significant 

implications for the future of cloud 

computing and AI/ML compliance: The 

findings of this report have a substantial 

impact on the future of cloud computing and 

AI/ML compliance: 

Enhanced Security and Compliance: 

Modern approaches in data engineering will 

remain a critical key in assuring the safety 

and efficiency of cloud utilisation in AI/ML 

environments. Therefore, organisations can 

use these strategies to help them fulfill legal 

and compliance issues while protecting their 

sensitive information. 

Scalability and Performance: 

With increased data volumes and their 

complexity, the need for emerging fast and 

efficient data processing approaches will also 

be seen. Such a growth volume will require 

more gears such as cloud platforms and 

scalable data frameworks, to process and 

analyse the data in real time. 

Adoption of AI/ML: 

Many AI/ML applications implemented in 

companies and industries of different types, 

including financial ones and manufacturing, 

serve as evidence of the change. It will be 

seen that firms that incorporate sound 

methods in data engineering will be in a 

better place to harness the utility of AI/ML 

for business differentiation. 

Areas for Future Research 

Advanced Security Techniques: 

Further investigations toward new encryption 

techniques, private data processing, and 

secure data analysis among several parties in 

a system can boost data security and 

conformity in cloud settings. 

Explainable AI: 

Techniques and frameworks explaining AI 

will be necessary if AI/ML models are to stay 

explainable, especially in heavily regulated 

industries. 

Edge Computing: 

Examining how edge computing can be 

incorporated with cloud-based AI/ML 

applications can help understand how data 

processing can be made more efficient, and 

latency minimised for the real-time 

applications. 

Sustainable Data Engineering: 

Energy-aware data management, energy-

proportionate data centers, and green 

computing are ways that AI/ML can be used 

to be environmentally sustainable. 

Ethical AI: 

Fairness, accountability, and transparency in 

developing AI/ML algorithm systems will 

also be relevant and necessary to study to 

mitigate AI's impact on society. 
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